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At the Heart of
UK Forensic Science
since 1986

Forensic Access was originally established by highly
qualified Home Office forensic scientists to provide proper
advice and guidance to defence lawyers for a better
balance of forensic science expertise at court, and second
opinions for police in cases of uncertainty or concern. We
have a track record of excellence having made significant
contributions to many of the most high profile cases in the
UK over recent years.
Deep cuts to forensic budgets have seen a dramatic
reduction in scientific testing, with a far greater proportion
of it performed by the police themselves. This has meant
that in many cases, only the perceived minimum amount
of testing takes place and the results of this work are not
interpreted in a balanced way that fully takes into account
the defence as well as the prosecution scenario. It is more
important than ever that the prosecution work is reviewed
by experienced and appropriately qualified forensic
scientists to ensure that the right forensic tests have been
carried out and that the results have been interpreted
impartially having taken into account all of the available
information.
Forensic Access remains a beacon of excellence in forensic
science, and its original mission for the defence, is clearly
more relevant today than ever.

Dr Angela Gallop
Director of Forensic Science

The Benefits of Instructing Forensic Access:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We offer free initial consultation and advice and support
at all stages
You will receive a fully managed service: one phone call
and we do the rest
Our experienced Casework Managers understand the
science and the Legal Aid process
We provide a responsive, cost effective service and will
meet your deadlines
We cover all forensic disciplines providing a comprehensive
and integrated service
We work to Legal Aid rates
We hold UKAS accreditation and all relevant insurance
cover including £5,000,000 professional indemnity for
any one claim.
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Our dedicated Casework Managers will support you at every stage ensuring a responsive, efficient and cost
effective service. Working alongside our extensive network of fully vetted experts they will handle your case
from the initial free consultation through to the conclusion.

Debbie Rushton

Head of Forensic Casework
Debbie is responsible for leading the Casework Team, supporting them in delivering an
outstanding, start to finish service to our customers. She works closely alongside our highly
skilled team of forensic experts and continues to develop our breadth of disciplines to further
assist our customers in often complex cases.
Having worked in Account Management across other divisions of the company, Debbie brings over 20 years’
experience and oversees strategic planning alongside the management team in order to provide best in class,
unbiased and comprehensive support to our customers.

Lizzy Gunning

Felicity Purvis

Senior Forensic Casework
Manager
(Forensic Biology Lead)
Having worked in the Legal and Forensic industry since
2010, Lizzy has a meticulous knowledge of the processes
involved in cases. Working closely with our in-house
Biology team, Lizzy manages the forensic biology cases
for Criminal Solicitors and Police Forces, developing her
skills in our state-of-the-art labs to enhance the case
management service which all our customers receive.

Forensic Casework Manager

Since graduating in 2018, Felicity has progressed in roles
requiring extremely high levels of communication and
customer service. Alongside her tenacious approach
in sourcing the best experts for every case, Felicity’s
attention to detail results in a consistently high level of
service, from the initial enquiry through to the report
being delivered on time and within budget.

Elysha Sevier

Natasha Park

Forensic Casework Manager

Forensic Casework Manager

As one of our most experienced Casework Managers,
Elysha has a wealth of forensic knowledge including
the legal aid system. This, alongside her outstanding
communication skills means our customers are
supported through each stage of the process.
Elysha also manages all new enquiries to ensure all
customers understand the breadth of services we offer
to help get improved case outcomes.

A highly experienced Casework Manager, Tasha has
specialist knowledge of Pathology cases and cases
involving Police Officers who need legal representation.
Prior to joining Forensic Access, Tasha completed 18
years police service in both Operational and Detective
roles, specialising in Child Protection and Sexual
Crime. Her unique skill set combines both forensic and
Police Force experience offering an unrivalled case
management service.

We also offer free CPD accredited seminars and awareness talks for your firm or Chambers.
Please contact us for further information.

01235 774870
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Forensic Access Ltd, Aspect House, The Quadrangle,
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